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Abstract—Nowadays, many software applications are executed in mobile devices. This poses new challenges on optimizing the limited capacity set by battery life without compromising energy efficiency and performance. In this paper, we propose a framework for mobile applications to enable and evaluate self-adaptability for the purpose of improving energy efficiency without sacrificing performance. Our framework consists of two main parts: the mobile apps simulator and the scheduler.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile apps have attracted the focus of software architects. According to Statista, the number of available apps in the Google Play store has increased from 300k in August 2011 to 3 million in June 2017 [1]. This remarkable growth poses new challenges on optimizing the available resources in the mobile devices, such as the computing power and the battery life, which have limited capacity. The mobile cloud computing field addresses this limitation by designing mobile apps that rely on services hosted in the cloud, which take over the computation or the data migration. Therefore, many mobile apps require network connections to transfer data. However, mobile network interfaces (wifi and cellular), if utilized, consume energy. Mittal et al. show that only the cellular network interfaces can contribute up to 50% of the total energy consumption in smartphones [2].

Mobile apps can have various characteristics and quality requirements; some are delay-sensitive, some are long-lived, and some are data-intensive. We need evaluation frameworks as a testbed to extensively evaluate the achievement of the quality requirements when runtime changes occur and self-adaptation is required. In this work, we introduce a framework with a focus on self-adaptability of mobile applications for the purpose of energy efficiency. The framework simulates self-adaptability of both the mobile apps and the underlying network scheduler in a simulated mobile device. Using the framework, we can extensively evaluate energy efficiency of mobile apps based on resource utilization in the simulated mobile device, in particular, the network interfaces with several built-in energy states. We develop the framework in the form of the MAPE model functionalities (Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute) [3] in a modular fashion that can be extended with new mobile application profiles, new scheduling components (e.g. adding new scheduling strategies), and new computation/communication technologies in the mobile device (e.g. technologies other than Wifi and 4G).

II. RELATED WORK

We could not find any mobile simulation frameworks that cover characteristics of both the mobile applications and the mobile network interfaces. At one side, many emulators are introduced to represent specific mobile platforms that can execute mobile apps. On other side, there are network simulators to represent network connections either general purpose[4]–[8] or mobile-specific [9], [10].

Similitude is a simulation platform that combines android emulators and a network traffic simulator [9]. Its aim is to allow large-scale experimentation on efficiency metrics of the mobile apps. Moreover, Chenand et al. introduce a system-level simulator for mobile devices [10]. It provides a testbed to compare mobile network interfaces. However, it is not possible to evaluate self-adaptability of the mobile applications for maintaining energy efficiency using these frameworks. In our work, we present a framework to allow extensive evaluation of self-adaptive mobile apps combined with resource scheduling strategies to save energy in the mobile device.

III. THE FRAMEWORK DESIGN

Our self-adaptive framework provides a testbed for mobile devices, in which mobile applications can be analyzed concerning their requirements (e.g. energy efficiency, performance). We target the impact of self-adaptability of both mobile apps and underlying network simulator on the energy consumption of the mobile device, in particular the network interfaces. The framework has two main parts namely, the scheduler and the mobile app simulator. The mobile app
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of the apps, which configuration fits the situation better at the simulator as inputs, the app wrapper can decide, on behalf of the "Video Autoplay" feature of the app. Once we enter this to our app wrapper, the app wrapper adapts the target mobile apps based on their contribution to the realization of the MAPE model functionalities:

- **Monitor**: The scheduler monitors the execution of mobile applications at runtime with the help of two components: the application profiler and the efficiency profiler. The former collects information on the quality requirements of the applications, which can be referred to as the static profiles. The latter monitors the utilization of resources, which help forming the dynamic profiles.
- **Analyze**: From the collected information, the scheduler relies on its runtime change component to detect unexpected runtime changes in the execution environment. For instance, a new application request for data transfer can be interpreted as a change since it requires adaptation on resource scheduling.
- **Plan**: For this functionality, both the scheduler and the app wrapper explore the available adaptation mechanisms. The scheduler benefits from the resource scheduler component, which is based on scheduling strategies to make the optimum tradeoffs between energy efficiency and performance. In particular, we focus on the networking resources to plan adaptation plans. The app wrapper makes use of the adaptive status component to find the next fitting state for the mobile apps.
- **Execute**: The adaptation plans generated by both the app wrapper and the scheduler will be configured at this stage. The software reconfiguration component of the app wrapper adapts the target mobile apps based on the plan and likewise the infrastructure-level resources (e.g., mobile device, network interface, data transfer, and energy models) are configured based on the infrastructure reconfiguration component of the scheduler.

### A. The Mobile App Simulator

We mimic the self-adaptive behavior of the mobile applications using the mobile app simulator. We need the following ingredients: the mobile apps and an app wrapper. We first model the mobile apps based on their resource consumption for performing each specific task. We define different usage scenarios with different configurations for each app. For instance, a simple usage scenario for Facebook is to scroll the news feed. The different configurations that eventually lead to different resource utilizations can be turning on/off the "Video Autoplay" feature of the app. Once we enter this to our app simulator as inputs, the app wrapper can decide, on behalf of the apps, which configuration fits the situation better at runtime. The cost (e.g., the energy consumption and the time) of transitioning between configurations is also given as inputs to the app wrapper to make an optimum trade-off.

#### B. The Scheduler

The scheduler is in-charge of allocating the resources to the applications in an efficient way at runtime. Therefore, it is involved in all the four MAPE functionalities, in which it monitors the infrastructure-level metrics and in case of any runtime change detection, it finds an adaptation plan using the built-in scheduling strategies. We target the network scheduling strategies in this work.

We have implemented a number of built-in strategies for our framework. It should be noted that its modular structure allows extending to new scheduling strategies. Some of our strategies target the energy states of the network interfaces, while others target the characteristics of Wifi and 4G:

- **The Baseline Strategy**: It describes the default network scheduling strategy in Android. To carry out the data transfer, which is specified by the application requests, only one network interface, either Wifi or cellular, is selected. If possible, Wifi is preferred over cellular, as most of the time, it is without charge. The incoming application requests are queued up to be transferred. As soon as the network interface is up and in its transfer state, the requests are immediately sent out. If there is more than one request, they will share the channel, and consequently, the available data rate will be split among the requests.
- **The Bundling Strategy**: The bundling strategy suggests to bundle the application requests together and transfer them at once. This will result in a more efficient utilization of the network interfaces because of the reduced number of transitions from/to the tail state.
- **The First in, First out Strategy**: This strategy focuses primarily on the performance of each application. The objective is to minimize the transfer duration by scheduling the requests one after another instead of sharing the available bandwidth. However, it does not necessarily mean that the time-to-finish of the requests (i.e., the time difference between the arrival time of the request and the completion time of the transfer) is also minimized. A long waiting period still can influence the performance of the applications negatively.
- **The Multipath Strategy**: This strategy optimizes the use of the both network interfaces simultaneously to maximize performance. This strategy can be the most efficient for large data sizes to be transferred. If the data size is very small, then the overhead of transitions between different energy states might be more than the gained performance.
- **The Multi-interface Strategy**: In this strategy, the scheduler utilizes the both network interfaces for each application request. The objective with this strategy is to maximize the performance globally for the application requests.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

Our framework provides researchers with a simulation testbed. This helps answer questions about the impact of the self-adaptability of mobile applications and network schedulers on the energy consumption of the mobile device. From the software architecture point of view, mobile apps can adapt to runtime changes by dynamically adjusting their available features and functionalities. From the infrastructure point of view, the network scheduler in the mobile device re-schedules the available resources to adapt to runtime changes. The framework combines both perspectives to potentially maximize the energy efficiency of the mobile device. We use a variety of scheduling strategies in the framework to be selected according to the profile of mobile apps, which specifies their requirements and resource utilization.

Our next steps are to evaluate our framework in a case study involving a set of most popular mobile apps. In particular, we will study each app to identify the usage scenarios with different configurations, and further investigate how the features of the apps can be used to make them self-adaptive.
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